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The inputs of this work are hourly in situ temperature, hourly in situ horizontal wind speed, and
hourly simulated ground temperature for specific
selected Sols of Vikings and Pathfinder landers.
These data correspond to typical low and mid latitude northern summer time conditions, with weak
prevailing winds. To handle this set of data, surface
layer and mixed layer similarity theory have been
used at the strongest convective hours. In addition, the inclusion of a parametrization of a molecular sublayer, and prescribed values of the surface
roughness have been considered.
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Abstract
The authors have carried out an extensive characterization of the Martian Mixed Layer formed under convective conditions. The values of the mixed
layer height, convective velocity scale, convective
temperature scale, mean temperature standard deviation, mean horizontal and vertical velocity standard deviations, and mean turbulent viscous dissipation rate have been obtained during the strongest
convective hours for the mixed layer. In addition,
the existing database of the surface layer has been
improved by recalculating some parameters -such
as Monin-Obukhov length, friction velocity, or scale
temperature- which had already been obtained in
previous papers by other means, and also by calculating new ones, such as vertical velocity wind
speed standard deviation, turbulent viscous dissipation rate, and eddy transfer coefficients for momentum and heat. Counterpart Earth values of
all these magnitudes are also shown. All together,
throughout the paper, a comprehensive database
concerning the whole Convective Planetary Boundary Layer on Mars is displayed, and also a detailed
terrestrial comparison is established.
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Introduction

The mixed layer is one of the three layers into which
the convective boundary layer can be divided, with
the surface layer and the entrainment zone lying beneath and above it, accordingly. It is characterized
by an intense vertical mixing which tends to leave
variables such as potential temperature and humidity nearly constant with height, even wind speed
and direction [31]. On Earth, it typically encompasses between 40-70 % of the convective boundary layer height. The Martian planetary boundary
layer (MPBL), and specifically the Martian mixed
layer (MML), is one of the least known parts of the
Martian atmosphere. This is so, among other minor aspects, due to the lack of in situ data covering
the MML, to some specific Martian features like the
atmospheric dust load, and to its own intrinsic turbulent nature. Nevertheless, its understanding be-
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statistics and fundamental mixed layer similarity
scales (mixed layer height, convective velocity scale,
and convective temperature scale), although for a
generic run (see Table 2 of that paper) and in a
dimensionless form.
Noticing the current state-of-the-art, we have
carried out a specific research of the MML by calculating the characteristic parameters of the mixed
layer: mixed layer height zi , convective velocity
scale w∗ , convective temperature scale θ∗ , mean
horizontal hσu i and vertical hσw i velocity standard
deviations, mean temperature standard deviation
hσθ i, and mean turbulent viscous dissipation rate
hǫi, where the bars denote averaging over the whole
mixed layer. Our second goal has been to review
and complete the existing Martian Surface Layer
(MSL) database. In reviewing it, we have recalculated some MSL parameters, namely: Monin
Obukhov length L, friction velocity u∗ , and temperature scale T∗ . These magnitudes had already
been estimated by other means in previous papers,
see [16] for a complete MSL review. In completing
the MSL database, we have derived -for the first
time from in situ data and similarity relationshipsnew MSL magnitudes, such as turbulent viscous
dissipation rate ǫz , standard deviation of vertical
z
wind speed σw
, and eddy transfer coefficients for
z
z
, where the superscript
heat kh , and momentum km
z denotes the height at which they have been calculated (1.3 m for the Pathfinder, and 1.6 m for the
Viking landers). In short, this paper displays an extensive database covering the whole MPBL, from
the MSL up to the MML. In addition, references
and typical values of all the counterpart terrestrial
magnitudes are given to allow a direct comparison
with the terrestrial boundary layer. Definitions and
conceptual meaning of each of the magnitudes calculated above can be seen in Appendix A.
Even at present, Vikings and Pathfinder missions
still provide the most suitable in situ data to perform micrometeorological research. Static simultaneous measurements of wind speed and atmospheric temperature monitored with a high sample, and during times of the order of 1 hour without interruptions, have just been taken by these
two missions. Mars Exploration Rover and Phoenix
data are also useful, although they do not satisfy
the restrictions above. This is why we have calculated all these magnitudes at Vikings (VK’s) and
Pathfinder (PF) sites. To do it, we have used:

comes quite important for several reasons. It is the
place through which current and future robotic and
manned missions will be sent. Therefore, at least
partial knowledge of its dynamical and thermal behavior is needed for the design of both the spacecrafts and sensors. In addition, small scale processes “belonging” to the MML have an impact on
larger scale processes, being the reverse also true.
As a consequence, General Circulation Models and
mesoscale models need to incorporate MML effects
to simulate more accurately the real atmospheric
behavior.
Up to now, there are three kinds of papers referring to the MPBL literature. The first one concerns analytical 1D models ([8], [3], [15], [37], [22],
[9], [23], [24], [25], and [14]), 2D models ([26], [28],
and [18]) and 3D models ([21], and [35]). These
papers (1D, 2D, and 3D models) show three kinds
of results: (i) vertical profiles of temperature, wind
speed, heating rates (radiative and turbulent), and
kinematic heat flux at specific hours, (ii) diurnal
evolutions of magnitudes that have been measured
in situ to test the model, that is, temperature and
wind speed near the ground, and (iii) the energy
balance at the ground. However, no MML turbulent parameters (turbulent statistics, fundamental
mixed layer similarity scales, dissipation rate across
the MML...) are shown through them.
The second kind of papers refers to surface layer
similarity models, which need simulated ground
temperature and in situ wind and temperature
measurements at the first meters ([32], [34], [12],
and [16]). They all use surface layer similarity
theory, and, therefore, only Martian surface layer
(MSL) parameters are calculated, except for the
mixed layer height.
Large Eddy Simulation models (LES’s) form the
third kind of papers ([21], [17], [36], [29], and [30]).
In principle they are supposed to perform with the
highest accuracy throughout the MML, although
they undertake an expensive computational time.
Taking a detailed insight into them, [21] shows ver2
tical wind speed variance σw
(z, t) and turbulent kinetic energy e(z, t) as a function of height and time,
albeit for a generic run [see page 246 of [21] for
the details of the generic run]. [17], for Pathfinder
conditions, comment on the qualitative behavior of
2
σw
(z, t) and e(z, t), but none of the MML magnitudes which we present here are displayed. On
the other hand, [29] and [30] do show turbulent
2

(i) in situ temperature and horizontal wind speed
data, (ii) simulated ground temperature, and (iii)
surface layer and mixed layer similarity theory together with a parametrized molecular sublayer and
prescribed values of the surface roughness.
A warning about the nature of these data must
be stated at this point. As it will be commented
in the next section, the observations of this work
belong to typical low mid latitude northern summer time Sols. Under such conditions, mean wind
is very weak, and consequently the mixed layer
formed is mainly convectively driven. This was the
case at VK’s and PF selected Sols, given the small
influence of the atmospheric distortion and variability that took place there. Therefore, our results are
generic for such conditions.
Section 2 deals with the data that form the inputs of this work. There we explain why they are
the most accurate ones representing VK’s and PF
sites. In section 3, we analyze the methodology
used to derive the results while the results of this
paper are presented in section 4. This, in turn,
is divided into three subsections, namely: the fundamental similarity scales, the turbulent statistics,
and turbulent viscous dissipation rate together with
eddy diffusivity coefficients for heat and momentum. In each of them, the results are shown both
for the MML and for the MSL. Section 5 splits also
into three subsections. In the first one, we give a
comparison between the MML and MSL values. A
description of the sensitivity of the results to the
inclusion of a molecular sublayer, to the surface
roughness, and finally to the created ground temperature scenarios is shown and explained in next
subsection. The third subsection that completes
section 5 shows counterpart terrestrial values of all
our derived magnitudes, and there is also a comment about the existing analogies and differences
between the two planets. The paper ends with section 6, where we offer a brief summary of the paper,
and we propose the main conclusions.
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PF missions. To get a detailed information on both
missions, see [10] and [27].
As the reliability of this work strongly depends
on the quality of the inputs, we will detail why
and how we have selected them. Sols 27, 28, and
35 of Viking Lander 1 (VL1), Sols 20 and 25 of
Viking Lander 2 (VL2), and Sol 25 of PF were chosen. They correspond to a solar longitude of about
110o, 127o , and 155o for the VL1, VL2, and PF
Sols, respectively. In taking VL’s Sols, the following were taken into account: lander interferences,
sensors sampling rate, the accuracy of the sensors,
the time of the year, and the amount of atmospheric
dust. Data belonging to the above VK’s Sols fulfill
the most optimal conditions. That is, prevailing
wind direction involved the least lander interferences. On the other hand, wind speed and temperature sampling rate during the strongest convective hours was the highest possible (which implies
more accurate means and variances). In addition,
the accuracy of the sensors was at its highest level
(see Table 1). It was northern summertime and
Table 1: Measurement errors at the Viking locations.

VL-1
VL-2

Sols 1-44
T
±1.5K
±2K

U
±10%
±10%

Sols > 44
T
Good tempt
Problems

U
Degraded
±10%

hence, baroclinic disturbances, which could cause
a worse perform of the similarity theory and a not
convectively driven mixed layer, were not present.
Finally, the amount of atmospheric dust was at its
minimum, which could also hinder the application
of similarity theory. With regards to PF Sol 25, the
reason for which it has been selected is easier to describe. This is the only Sol in which temperature
and horizontal velocity measurements are available
to us during a entire Sol. In addition, they also correspond to typical summer time conditions, which
is needed in this work.
Specifically, for the VK’s Sols, mean hourly values of horizontal wind speed and temperature are
straightforwardly shown in NASA Planetary Data
System (PDS). Also the sensors sampling rate
(number of measurements each hour) are shown in

Data

Three sets of data form the inputs of this paper: in
situ temperature and in situ horizontal wind speed
(at 1.3 m for the PF and 1.6 m for the VK’s), together with hourly simulated ground temperature.
They all belong to some selected Sols of VK’s and
3

it. On the other hand, only 0.25 Hz temperature
measurements are found in the PDS corresponding
to PF Sol 25. Horizontal wind speed measurements,
also monitored at 0.25 Hz during the entire Sol,
have been kindly provided by Dr. Jim Murphy, as
the wind sensor experienced problems. Thus, we
have just hourly averaged these temperature and
horizontal wind speed data to obtain the hourly
outputs in the PF case. As a result, in Figs. 1
and 2 we can appreciate the temperature and horizontal wind speed data corresponding to the Sols
under study.
Special care has been taken when considering the
ground temperature Tg , since it is the only non-insitu input. We have simulated Tg corresponding to
all the Sols under study, see Fig. 3, by using a modified version of the 1D model [25]. The procedure
followed to derive the ground temperature for the
selected Sols has been a tricky issue. Appendix B
was created to clarify how this magnitude has been
obtained.
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Let us show the methodology employed to obtain
our results. The way followed to derive L, u∗ , T∗ ,
z
, and khz from our inputs is highly detailed
ǫz , km
in the companion paper [16]. Turning to the MSL
z
by using
turbulent statistics, we have calculated σw
the surface layer similarity relationship
z
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= 1.3 (1 + 3(−z/L))
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given by [19]. On the other hand, horizontal velocity standard deviation, σuz , and temperature standard deviation, σTz , have been directly inferred
from the in situ temperature and horizontal velocity measurements belonging to VK’s and PF missions.
Once the MSL parameters have been obtained,
the relation that enables us to link the MSL to the
MML is
σuz
= (12 + 0.5(zi /|L|))1/3
(2)
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given by [19]. Here it has been supposed that the Figure 1: In situ temperature at 1.6 m for the VL’s,
horizontal velocity standard deviation scales with and 1.3 m for the PF, during the selected Sols.
the convective velocity scale w∗ , because the horizontal component of the convective eddies is expected to extend down to the surface. Eq. (2)
4
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Figure 3: Most probably ground temperature scenario for the VL1 Sol 27, VL2 Sol 20, and PF Sol
25. The most probably scenarios corresponding to
the other Sols are very similar to the ones above
displayed, and therefore not shown.
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Figure 2: In situ horizontal wind speed at 1.6 m for
the VL’s, and 1.3 m for the PF, during the selected
Sols.
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allows us to calculate the mixed layer height zi ,
and hence, the convective velocity defined as w∗ =
(−u∗ T∗ zi g/Tg )1/3 , and also the convective temperature scale defined as θ∗ = −u∗ T∗ /w∗ .
At this point we have values for the fundamental
mixed layer similarity scales, namely: zi , w∗ , and
θ∗ . Consequently, mixed layer similarity theory [7]
could be applied in principle. However, its applicability on Mars is not as clear as on Earth. As
we have employed this theory to obtain our results,
we have created Appendix C to extensively explain
the reliability of its use in the MML.
During the morning hours, in which convection
is the dominant heating mechanism, we have calculated all the mixed layer magnitudes. Thus, hσw i,
hσu i, and hσθ i have been obtained by integrating
along the MML the next mixed layer similarity relations
σw
1/3
= (1.8)0.5 (1 − 0.8z/zi)
(3)
w∗
σu
hσu i
≃
= 0.6
w∗
w∗

The results are divided into three different subsections: (a) fundamental similarity scales, (b) turbulent statistics, and (c) turbulent viscous dissipation
rate together with eddy transfer coefficients. In
each of them, we distinguish between MML magnitudes and their MSL counterparts. Thus, concerning the fundamental similarity scales, zi , w∗ ,
and θ∗ have been determined for the MML, and
L, u∗ , and T∗ for the MSL. With regards to the
turbulent statistics, hσu i, hσw i, and hσθ i have been
determined for the MML, and also their MSL counz
, and σθz at the measuring height.
terparts σuz , σw
Finally, hǫi has been determined for the MML, and
z
, and khz for the MSL, also at the measuring
ǫz , km
height.
All the following figures and tables displayed
in this section have been calculated under the
most expectable scenario of the ground temperature (MPS, see Appendix B), after having included
a parametrized molecular sublayer [4], and with the
prescribed value of z0 = 1 cm. That is, the most
probably scenario. In addition, although not explicitly shown, we have also calculated all the magnitudes under the three simulated ground temperature scenarios, with and without the inclusion of
the molecular sublayer, and for each of the given
values of the surface roughness z0 (0.1, 1, and 10
cm). This has allowed us to perform sensitivity
studies regarding the inclusion of the molecular
sublayer (with fixed value of z0 = 1 cm, and under
the MPS), considering the surface roughness (under
the MPS an with the molecular sublayer included),
and considering the ground temperature scenario
(with fixed value of z0 = 1 cm and with the inclusion of the molecular sublayer). These sensitivity
studies will be shown in Section 5.

(4)

σθ
= (1.8)0.5 (z/zi )−1/3
(5)
θ∗
with Eq. (3) from [13], Eq. (4) from [2] , and Eq.
(5) from [11]. Finally, the mean turbulent viscous
dissipation rate
hǫi =

0.5w∗3
zi

(6)

has been derived from [11]. Notice that in this
case, the term 2ǫzi /w∗3 formed by making ǫ nondimensional does not depend on z/zi , as for σu in
(4). Thus, in both cases, the mean value across the
mixed layer match the value at each height.
As an alternative procedure, we have calculated
hσw i and hσθ i from MSL parameters
hσw i
= 0.8(zi /|L|)1/3
u∗

Results

(7)

4.1
4.1.1

hσθ i
= −1.2(zi /|L|)−1/3
(8)
T∗
with Eqs. (7) and (8) from [33]. The following
conditions need to be met in order to obtain these
two last relations: a balance between buoyancy and
dissipation across the mixed layer, and a high correlation between temperature and vertical velocity
turbulent fluctuations.

Fundamental similarity scales
Surface layer

The approach followed to derive L, u∗ , and T∗ can
be seen in [16], where these magnitudes were calculated for the PF Sol 25. Instead of displaying
their diurnal evolutions [something already done by
other authors, as in [32] and [34]], we show in table 2 our mean values obtained, noticing that by
“mean values” we mean their average value during
6

12000

Table 2: Mean values of the fundamental surface
layer similarity scales during the convective hours
of the three missions. For the VL’s, the values
shown correspond to the average performed on a
composite Sol formed by Sols 27, 28, and 35 for
VL1, and Sols 20, and 25 for VL2.
L (m)
u∗ (m s−1 )
T∗ (K)

VL-1
-40
0.5
-1.5

VL-2
-7
0.25
-2.5

10000

zi (m)

8000
6000
4000

PF
-25
0.4
-1

2000
0
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Time (h)

the strongest convective hours.
For the Monin-Obukhov length, we have found it
to lie between -7 and -40 m. Although not shown,
it has been checked that Monin Obukhov length
becomes slightly lower without the inclusion of the
molecular sublayer, remaining the order of magnitude unchanged. It grows with the surface roughness, and, as it should be, |LW | < |LMP S | < |LC |
under unstable situations. However, the absolute
difference between LMP S and Lextreme is never
greater than 4 or 5 m.
Concerning the friction velocity, we have obtained values between 0.25 and 0.50 m s−1 , and
have found that it shows virtually no difference
whether the molecular sublayer is included or not.
It has been also found that the friction velocity
increases with the surface roughness, and, under
unstable conditions, its value does not virtually
change with the different ground temperature scenarios.
Finally, we have calculated scale temperature
values to lie between -1 and -2.5 K. According to
our results, it decreases, as we expected, about 35
% with the inclusion of the molecular sublayer. It
does not show dependence on z0 , and the highest values are to be found for the warmest scenario (|T∗W | > |T∗MP S | > |T∗C |), since the difference in temperature between the ground level and
one-meter-height is the maximum. Differences are
quite small though, around 0.5 K between extreme
values.
The dependence of the above magnitudes on the
molecular sublayer is the expected one, because in
this sublayer only molecular transfer is important
for heat, whereas if we are considering momentum,

Figure 4: Mixed layer height during the strongest
convective hours for the three missions. For the
VL’s, the values shown correspond to the average
performed on a composite Sol formed by Sols 27,
28, and 35 for VL1, and Sols 20, and 25 for VL2.
The solid line corresponds to the composite Sol of
VL1 mission. VL2 composite Sol: +, and PF Sol:
∗.
pressure fluctuations - in addition to the molecular transport- are very relevant and therefore the
net effect on the transport of momentum is less noticeable [38]. Thus, the main consequence found
with the inclusion of the molecular sublayer is a
reduction of T∗ for a given difference between air
temperature and surface skin temperature.
4.1.2

Mixed Layer

We have obtained the mixed layer height zi from
Eq. (2). This relationship satisfies the fact that the
ratio σuz /u∗ becomes proportional to w∗ at large
−zi /L values (convective conditions). Its evolution
under strong convection for the three sites is displayed in Fig. (4). It can be noticed that zi values
are around several kilometers height. These values match other zi estimations made using different approaches (1D models, LES’s, or surface layer
similarity theories). As an example, [9] 1D model
calculates zi ≃4 km at noon for the VL1 summertime. [34] estimates zi ∈ (3.5, 9.1) km for both VL’s
sites. Concerning LES’s, -for a generic run, [21] calculates zi ∼ 7 km, whereas [17] obtains zimax ≃ 6-7
km for the PF site. Turning to the relations of
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Figure 5: As in Fig. 4, but for the convective ve- Figure 6: As in Fig. 4, but for the convective temlocity scale.
perature scale.
dependence, it has been revealed that mixed layer
height grows with the molecular sublayer, around
20-30 %, because, although u∗ is insensitive to its
inclusion, L does depend on it, see Eq. (2). Also
from Eq. (2) is clear that zi decreases with z0 ,
since the u∗ surface roughness dependence becomes
stronger than L dependence, given that the former
is raised to -3. Finally, as during the unstable hours
u∗ remains unchanged under the three Tg scenarios, and |LC | > |LMP S | > |LW |, this all implies
that ziC > ziMP S > ziW , the difference respect the
MPS not being higher than 16 %.
The convective velocity scale has been obtained
from its definition w∗ = (−u∗ T∗ zi g/Tg )1/3 , and its
values are shown in Fig. 5. They lie in the range 2
to 4.5 m s−1 . Other Martian w∗ estimations, performed for a generic run, can be only found in [29]
and [30], where values around 3.3 m s−1 are determined. Notice that the comparison with these two
papers should be only performed near 10 am, because the Boussinesq approximation was employed
there, and therefore, his results are restricted to
shallow boundary layers, which would correspond
to the early hours of the Martian day. This statement is valid for all the following comparisons made
between our results and Sorbjan’s ones. The convective velocity scale shows no dependence either
on the inclusion of the molecular sublayer, nor on
the surface roughness, nor on the different Tg scenarios, as it could be expected from its definition
and u∗ , T∗ , and zi relations of dependence.

The last fundamental mixed layer similarity scale
that we have calculated is the convective temperature scale θ∗ = −T∗ u∗ /w∗ . Its values for the
three Martian sites are displayed in Fig. (6) and
lie within the range 0.1 to 0.3 K, similar to the
0.3 K value obtained in [29] for a generic run. It
has been found that it decreases with the inclusion
of the molecular sublayer via T∗ , since u∗ and w∗
show no dependence. Although not physically expected, θ∗ grows with the surface roughness a little
bit, because u∗ dependence is not totally counteracted by T∗ dependence. Regarding Tg sensitivity,
it varies like T∗ . That is, highest values for the W
scenario, then for the MPS, and finally for the C.
In any case, the variation between extremes values
is smaller than 15 %.

4.2
4.2.1

Turbulent Statistics
Surface layer

Values of σuz and σTz have been straightforwardly
inferred from the in situ temperature and velocity
measurements at VL’s and PF sites. Its mean values for the strongest convective hours can be seen
z
in Table 3. As well, we have estimated σw
by using
z
Eq. (1), and its results are shown in Fig. (7). σw
is around four times lower than σuz , and so vertical
turbulence is dominated by horizontal turbulence.
This is mainly due to the fact that the measuring
height was quite close to the ground. Standard
8
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Table 3: In situ mean magnitude of the temperature and horizontal wind speed standard deviations
during the convective hours of the three missions at
around 1.6 m (VL’s) and 1.3 m (PF). For the VL’s,
the values shown correspond to the average performed on a composite Sol formed by Sols 27, 28,
and 35 for VL1 site, and Sols 20, and 25 for VL2.
σuz (m s−1 )
σTz (K)

VL-1
2.5
3.0

VL-2
1.3
2.7

2.6

<σu> (m s-1)

2.4

PF
2.5
3.5

2.2
2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Time (h)
0.75

Figure 8: Mean mixed layer horizontal wind speed
standard deviation during the strongest convective
hours for the three missions. The solid line corresponds to the composite Sol of VL1 mission. VL2
composite Sol: +, and PF Sol: ∗.

0.7
0.65
σw (m s-1)

0.6
0.55
0.5
0.45

of the whole MML, as σu /w∗ shows very little variation on z/zi in the Earth. hσu i values are shown in
Fig. (8), and lie between 1.2 and 2.8 m s−1 , which
are slightly higher than those calculated by [29] for
a generic run. It shows neither dependence on the
molecular sublayer, nor on the surface roughness,
nor on Tg extreme scenarios, due to the w∗ relations
of dependence.
To obtain hσw i, we have employed two different
approaches. On the one hand, mixed layer similarity has been used via Eq. (3), which, after having
been integrated across the mixed layer, results in
hσw i ≃ 0.55w∗ . It is obvious that the use of the
last relation demands that we question the reliability of the average value. That is, does σw vary
strongly across the mixed layer with regards to the
mean value hσw i? What we have obtained is that
the order of magnitude of this variable primarily
remains unchanged across the MML, whereby the
reliability of this result becomes stronger. To prove
it, σw maximum values for all z have been calculated using Eq. (3) with the extreme calculated
values of w∗ and zi . As a result we have always
found the same order of magnitude. The second
approach, Eq. (7), involves using the surface layer
inputs. The results extracted from applying both
techniques are shown in Fig. (9), where it can be
seen that the values obtained are quite similar, and
lie within the range (1.2,2.8) m s−1 . They also

0.4
0.35
0.3
9
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11

12
Time (h)

13
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15

Figure 7: Vertical wind speed standard deviation
during the strongest convective hours for the three
missions. The solid line corresponds to the composite Sol of VL1 mission (at 1.6 m height). VL2
composite Sol: + (at 1.6 m height), and PF Sol: ∗
(at 1.3 m height).
deviation values for vertical velocity are slightly
higher without the inclusion of the molecular sublayer via |L|, although they are virtually negligible.
It grows with the surface roughness (u∗ dependence
dominates L dependence) and there is virtually no
dependence on the ground temperature scenarios,
although the higher values take place under the W
scenario, because of the L dependence.
4.2.2

Mixed Layer

We have derived the mean horizontal velocity standard deviation hσu i using Eq. (4). The mean value
of this magnitude is expected to be representative
9

match those obtained in [21], and in [29], both using LES’s for generic runs. Finally, the mean vertical wind speed standard deviation depends neither
on the inclusion of the molecular sublayer, nor on
the surface roughness, nor on the Tg scenarios.
As for hσw i, we have determined the mean temperature standard deviation hσθ i by two procedures. The first involves mixed layer similarity, see
Eq. (5), while surface layer parameters are involved
in the second one, see Eq. (8). The mean temperature standard deviation is also expected to represent typical MML values, as extreme values for all z
of σθ do not exceed the order of magnitude of hσθ i.
In Fig. 10, values of this parameter are displayed,
mainly ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 K. These values are
similar to the ones shown in [29] for a generic run.
Turning to the relations of dependence, hσθ i values
decrease with the inclusion of the molecular sublayer, given that T∗ also decreases and u∗ , and w∗
remain unchanged. On the other hand, there virtually exists no variation regarding the surface roughness. Finally, maximum values are found under the
W scenario, due to the T∗ dependence. However,
just around 18 % variation is found between the W
and the C scenarios.
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4.3.1

Figure 9: Mean mixed layer vertical wind speed
standard deviation during the strongest convective
hours for the three missions. Top figure corresponds to Eq. (7) and down figure to Eq. (3). In
both cases, the solid line corresponds to the composite Sol of VL1 mission. VL2 composite Sol: +,
and PF Sol: ∗.

Surface layer

We have derived these magnitudes following the
methodology explained in [16]. Representative values for the three sites during the strongest convective hours can be seen in Table 4. Values corresponding to the eddy transfer coefficients are
around 0.3-0.4 m s−2 , the coefficient for heat transport being slightly higher. In the case of ǫz , its
maximum values are around 0.1 m2 s−3 . Eddy
transfer coefficients and turbulent viscous dissipation rate are slightly higher when calculated without molecular sublayer (around 6 % for both magnitudes). They both grow with the surface roughness
and remain almost unchanged under the three Tg
scenarios, although the W scenario shows slightly
higher values for both magnitudes.
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Table 4: Eddy diffusivity coefficients for momentum km and heat kh , and turbulent viscous dissipation rate ǫ during the convective hours for the
three missions. These magnitudes have been calculated at around 1.6 m for VL’s and 1.3 m for PF.
The values shown correspond to the average performed on a composite Sol formed by Sols 27, 28,
and 35 for VL1 site, and Sols 20, and 25 for VL2
site.
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kh (m s−2 )
ǫ (m 2 s−3 )

0.35
0.3

VL-1
0.4
0.45
0.20

VL-2
0.2
0.35
0.02
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0.25
0.30
0.17

0.25
0.2
0.009
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0.008
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Figure 11: As in Fig. 8, but for mean mixed layer
turbulent viscous dissipation rate.
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4.3.2
Figure 10: Mean mixed layer temperature standard
deviation during the strongest convective hours for
the three missions. Top figure corresponds to Eq.
(8) and down figure to Eq. (5). In both cases, the
solid line corresponds to the composite Sol of VL1
mission. VL2 composite Sol: +, and PF Sol: ∗.

Mixed Layer

We have determined the mean mixed layer turbulent viscous dissipation rate hǫi from Eq. (6). Its
evolution is shown in Fig. 11, where it can be observed that its values are of the order of 0.005 m2
s−3 . This is in accordance with the fact that dissipation balance the buoyancy term of the turbulent kinetic energy equation across the mixed layer,
which has been supposed to derive Eq. (7) and Eq.
(8). According to [33], hw′ θ′ i ≃ 0.2hσw ihσθ i under
strong convection. By substituting the values for
g = 3.7 m s−2 , Tg = 270 K, and the mean values
that we have obtained for the standard deviations,
we obtain the value of order 0.005 2 s−3 for the fac-
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tor (g/Tg )hw′ θ′ i. That is, it matches the value we
have estimated for hǫi. Regarding the relations of
dependence, hǫi decreases with the inclusion of the
molecular sublayer since zi increases, see Eq. (6).
Concerning the surface roughness, hǫi grows with
z0 , and finally, its values under the W scenario are
around 20 % higher than C scenario results.

This is something to be expected,- since, as it has
been said before, the main consequence found upon
the inclusion of the molecular sublayer, is the surface heat flux decrease for a given air temperature
and surface skin temperature difference . However,
its inclusion has no effect on wind parameters (u∗ ,
z
σw
, w∗ , hσu i, and hσw i), because the net effect
on the transport of momentum is less noticeable.
The behavior of the calculated parameters under
5 Discussion of the results
the different Tg scenarios is the one that could be
expected. That is, the higher the difference be5.1 Comparison between MML and tween the ground and the first meter (W scenario),
the higher the value of these temperature paramMLS magnitudes
eters (T∗ , θ∗ , and hσθ i), whereas wind parameters
Focusing on the results, Tables 5 and 6 can not show less sensitivity. Concerning the surface roughonly be used to compare the MPBL magnitudes to ness, MSL parameters show stronger dependence
their terrestrial counterparts, but also to compare on it, while MML parameters dependence is virtuthe MSL magnitudes to their MML counterparts. ally negligible in almost all the cases.
Thus, we have found that turbulent temperature
variations (standard deviations) become nearly as
much ten times greater in the first meters of the 5.3 Comparison to the typical terMSL than in the averaged MML. The same can be
restrial Planetary Boundary
said about the scale temperatures. This is someLayer
thing expected, since similarity theory has been
used, and hence θ∗ /T∗ ∝ (−zi /L)−1/3 is satisfied. Let us turn now to compare the values of the paThe converse is true for turbulent vertical wind rameters obtained from the two planets. The Earth
speed variations, given that w∗ /u∗ ∝ (−zi /L)1/3 , values shown correspond to planetary boundary
and therefore hσw i is expected to be higher than layers formed over flat and homogeneous terrain,
z
. More concretely and according to our results, and under no baroclinic disturbances.
σw
it is about five times higher. In the case of horiWe start the comparison for the mixed layer on
zontal wind speed standard deviation, we have ob- Mars and on Earth, see Table 6. The papers used
tained similar values both for the MSL and for the to get the terrestrial results are: [31] for z ; [13] for
i
MML. This in part due to the fact that even in the w , θ , and hσ i; [11] for w , θ , hǫi, and hσ i, and,
∗
∗
w
∗
∗
θ
MSL, σuz scales with w∗ instead of with u∗ , as it finally, [1] for hσ i. Notice that almost all Maru
does in the MML.
tian values are higher than their terrestrial counterparts. Specifically, we have found that convec-

5.2

Sensitivity to surface roughness, tive velocity scale and mean wind speed standard
to a molecular sublayer, and to deviations are between two and four times higher
on the MML, and hence, the mean turbulent kiground temperature

Taking into account that our results have been
tested for different values of the surface roughness,
under different ground temperature scenarios, and
with and without the inclusion of a parametrized
molecular sublayer, we summarize in Tables 7 and
8 their relation of dependence on these “external
forcings”.
Starting with temperature parameters (T∗ , θ∗ ,
and hσθ i), one may notice that they decrease if
the inclusion of a molecular sublayer is carried out.

netic energy. This was also pointed out in [21]
using LES. That paper also mentioned that turbulence was not isotropic, as a result of vertical
velocity variance being higher than the horizontal
one. However, at least handling with mean values, similar values for both horizontal and vertical wind speed variances have been estimated in
our calculations. Mean temperature standard deviation and convective temperature scale have also
been found to be higher on Mars. This is something
expectable, as hσθ i is proportional to θ∗ , which in
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turn is also proportional to T∗ , which is quite high
because of the strong temperature gradients that
prevail in the first Martian meters. Concerning the
mixed layer height, as it has been already remarked
by other authors, it is much higher on Mars, due
to the much more vigorous existing convection.
We have carried out the same comparison with
the characterizing surface layer parameters under
unstable conditions, see Table 5. The articles consulted to get the terrestrial results are: [5] for ǫz ,
z
z
σθz , and σw
; [11] for T∗ and σw
; [13] for T∗ , and
z
finally [19] for σu . Remember that the Martian parameters have been estimated at 1.3 m for the PF,
and 1.6 m for the VL’s, while for the terrestrial
case, the height is indicated in Table 5. Typical
z
values of L, u∗ , σuz , and σw
agree on both planets. On the other hand, T∗ and σθz are around one
order of magnitude higher on Mars. The reason
that lies behind these results can be explained as
the sum of the following circumstances: (i) the net
radiation that reaches the Martian soil is similar
to the one reaching the terrestrial soil, (ii) sensible and latent fluxes are much lower on Mars (low
atmospheric density and virtual absence of water
vapor), (iii) the thermal inertia shows lower values
on Mars, and (iv) the air atmospheric density is
very low. This all implies much higher temperature gradients at the first meters and consequently
higher values of T∗ and σθz .

6

Summary and Conclusions

A complete research of the MPBL has been addressed in this paper. To do this, the main two
layers that form the convective boundary layer
have been characterized by determining several parameters. Values for the mixed layer height zi ,
convective velocity scale w∗ , convective temperature scale T∗ , mean temperature standard deviation hσθ i, mean wind speed standard deviations
hσu i, and hσw i, and mean turbulent viscous dissipation rate hǫi, all them calculated for the PF and
VL’s sites, have been derived in this paper concerning the MML. In addition, in order to characterize
the MSL in this work, we have provided parameters which include, not only those already obtained
such as the Monin-Obukhov length L, friction velocity u∗ , and scale temperature T∗ , but also new
z
ones, such as vertical wind speed variance σw
, tur-

bulent viscous dissipation rate ǫz , eddy transfer
z
coefficients for heat khz , and momentum km
. Together with our values obtained, throughout the paper we can find references to other Martian articles
in which some of the above mentioned magnitudes
have also been derived by other methods. Moreover, numerical values of the all terrestrial counterparts are included, as well as their references.
Data-inputs employed to perform this study belong to the VL’s and PF sites. Sols 27, 28, and 35
for the VL1, and Sols 20 and 25 for the VL2 have
been chosen, while for the PF site it has only been
selected Sol 25. Hourly in situ temperature and
hourly in situ horizontal wind speed have been used
from both missions, as well as simulated ground
temperature. These all correspond to typical low
mid latitudes northern summer time conditions,
and thus the results of this work are representative
of such conditions.
Concerning the methodology employed, MML
parameters have been estimated by using mixed
layer similarity theory. On the other hand, the
methodology used to derive the MSL results is explained in [16]. Both for the MML and for the MSL,
all and each of the magnitudes we have derived in
this paper have been calculated under the different
simulated ground temperature scenarios, with and
without the inclusion of a parametrized molecular
sublayer, and for the three proposed surface roughness values (0.1, 1, and 10 cm). By doing all this,
we have constructed Tables 7 and 8 to show the
relation of dependence between the results and the
surface roughness, the molecular sublayer, and the
ground temperature scenarios.
Let us now list the main conclusions of this work.
Concerning the surface layer on both planets, we
z
have derived similar values of L, u∗ , σuz , and σw
,
being an important factor for this result that on
both planets horizontal wind speed in the first meters is quite similar. Yet scale temperature T∗ and
temperature standard deviation σθz are around one
order of magnitude higher on Mars. Regarding the
mixed layer, zi values are much higher on Mars,
mainly due to the much higher kinematic heat flux
values prevailing on Mars. The mean standard deviation of horizontal hσu i and vertical hσw i wind
speed are between two and four times higher on
Mars, and hence the mean turbulent kinetic energy.
Finally, the mean temperature standard deviation
also becomes higher on Mars, given that it is pro-
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portional to θ∗ , and hence, also proportional to T∗ ,
this last magnitude being around one order of magnitude higher on Mars.
It is worth mentioning the limitations of this
work. As it has been explained in Appendix C, radiative heating, although non negligible, has been
neglected. This means that our results are not
generic for the whole Martian Planetary Boundary
Layer, but for the low mid latitude northern summertime sites close to noon local times. That is,
when convective heating dominates radiative heating the most. On the other hand, the set of similarity relationships used in this paper, although
expected to be universal, have been calculated on
Earth. Lastly, the ground temperature has not
been measured in situ but is simulated, which constitutes another source of error. However, this kind
of studies is a first and necessary step into a further understanding of the MPBL. In addition, we
feel confident about the order of magnitude of the
variables obtained in this work.
We believe that some actions should be carried
out in next Martian missions, not only to make all
these uncertainties vanish, but also to keep on improving our understanding of the MPBL (which remains an open question). In situ measurements of
ground temperature (not measured yet) would be
very useful, since this is an important parameter
driving the evolution of the MPBL. Simultaneous
measurements at different heights of temperature,
humidity, and vertical (never measured) and horizontal wind speed would allow direct estimation
of heat, humidity, and momentum surface fluxes.
Moreover, Earth surface layer similarity relationships could be tested. In doing all this, the sampling rate should be high enough to capture small
time scale processes associated to the microscale
(typically higher than 1 Hz). And the total sampling period should last no less than an hour. All
these surface layer studies are within reach if we
take consideration the current technology available
to us. Direct measurements of MML magnitudes
will probably take longer to happen.
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Table 5: Surface Layer turbulent parameters on
Mars and on Earth. Terrestrial values correspond
to planetary boundary layers formed over flat and
homogeneous terrain, and under no baroclinic disturbances. Martian shown results have been calculated by us.
Unstable Surface Layer
L
u∗
|T∗ |

Mars
-17 m
∼0.4 m s−1
∼1 K

ǫz

∼0.16 m2 s−3

σθz
σuz
z
σw

∼3 K
∼2 m s−1
∼0.5 m s−1

Earth
Similar
∼0.3 m s−1
∼0.15-0.4 K
∼0.27-0.88 K
∼0.01-0.02 m2 s−3 , z= 4,32 m
∼0.001-0.01 m2 s−3 , z= 18 m
∼0.18-0.32 K, z= 4 m
∼1.4 m s−1 , z=4 m
∼0.4-0.6 m s−1 , z=4 m
∼0.38-0.44 m s−1 , z= 4,32 m
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Table 6: As Table 5, but for the convective mixed
layer.
Convective Mixed Layer
zi
w∗

Mars
∼6 Km
∼4 m s−1

θ∗

∼0.1 K

hǫi
hσθ i
hσu i
hσw i

∼0.005 m2 s−3
∼0.3 K
∼2.4 m s−1
∼2.4 m s−1

Earth
∼0.2-2 Km
∼1.35-2.41 m s−1
∼1-2 m s−1
∼0.05-0.1 K
∼0.03-0.07 K
∼0.001-0.005 m2 s−3
∼0.06-0.2 K
∼0.47-1.13 m s−1
∼0.6-1.4 m s−1
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Table 7: Dependencies on the molecular sublayer,
on the surface roughness, and on the ground temperature scenarios for the calculated surface layer
parameters under the strongest convective hours.
ր means to grow with, while ց to decrease with.
The ∼ր and ∼ց mean slightly increase with or
slightly decrease with.

|L|
u∗
|T∗ |
z
kh,m
z
ǫ
z
σw

Molecular sublayer
∼ր
NO
ց
∼ց
∼ց
∼ց

Surface roughness
ր
ր
NO
ր
ր
ր

Tg scenarios
|LC | > |LMP S | > |LW |
NO
|T∗W | > |T∗MP S | > |T∗C |
W
MP S
C
kh,m
≥ kh,m
≥ kh,m
W
MP S
C
ǫ ≥ǫ
≥ǫ
W
MP S
C
σw
≥ σw
≥ σw
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Table 8: As Table 7, but for the calculated mixed
layer parameters.

zi
w∗
θ∗
hǫi
hσu i
hσw i
hσθ i

Molecular sublayer
ր
NO
ց
ց
NO
NO
ց

Surface roughness
ց
NO
∼ր
ր
NO
NO
∼ր

Tg scenarios
ziC > ziMP S > ziW
NO
θ∗W > θ∗MP S > θ∗C
hǫiW > hǫiMP S > hǫiC
NO
NO
hσθ iW > hσθ iMP S > hσθ iC
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Appendix A. List of Symbols
and Definitions
Monin Obukhov Length L. Scaling parameter
used in the surface layer. Thought to represent
a length above which buoyancy starts dominating
shear.
Friction velocity u∗ . Velocity scale in the surface layer. It is a measure of the surface drag.
Scale Temperature T∗ . Temperature scale in
the surface layer. Typical eddy temperature fluctuations in the surface layer.
Turbulent viscous dissipation rate ǫz . It
represents the conversion of turbulent kinetic energy into heat. Calculated at the measuring height.
Potential temperature variance σθz . Calculated at the measuring height and averaged in the
interval of 1 hour.
Horizontal wind speed variance σuz . Calculated at the measuring height and averaged in the
interval of 1 hour.
z
. Simulated
Vertical wind speed variance σw
at the measuring height.
Mixed layer height zi . Often defined as the
most negative heat flux level.
Convective scaling velocity w∗ . It is a scaling
velocity for the mixed layer. Its value match the
magnitude of the vertical velocity fluctuations in
thermals.
Convective temperature scale θ∗ . It is a scaling temperature for the mixed layer. Its values approximately represent how much warmer thermals
are than the environment.
Mean mixed layer turbulent viscous dissipation rate hǫi. Conversion of turbulent kinetic
energy into heat. Averaged over the whole mixed
layer.
Mean mixed layer potential temperature
variance hσθ i. It corresponds to the average over
the whole mixed layer.
Mean mixed layer horizontal wind speed
variance hσu i. It corresponds to the average over
the whole mixed layer.
Mean mixed layer vertical wind speed variance hσw i. It corresponds to the average over the
whole mixed layer.
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and remains unaltered at night-time when albedo
is decreased.
Appendix B. Simulated
The superscript W , C, and M P S will be added
throughout the paper to any magnitude (for inGround Temperature
stance, LW , LMP S , and LC ) to denote that they
have been calculated under the warmest, coldest,
We have used a version of the 1D model presented and most probably scenario accordingly.
in [25] to simulate the ground temperature during
the selected Sols at the three different sites. As
the model needs some external parameters to be
run, we have taken advantage of articles in which
those external parameters that influence simulated
Tg the most (thermal inertia, albedo, dust optical
depth, surface emissivity,...) have been estimated,
as in [6] and [20], or have simply been imposed, as
in existing articles involving the Sävijärvi 1D model
and [9]. Within the found range of values of these
external parameters, we have simulated three Tg
scenarios: the most probably scenario (MPS), and
the extreme warmest (W) and coldest (C) scenarios
(expected and reliable extreme scenarios of ground
temperature). For the MPS it has been imposed
that the match between in situ and modeled air
temperature, at 1.3 m for the PF and 1.6 m for the
VK’s, must be the best. As a result, the external
parameters used to run the model for the MPS can
be seen in Table 9. In creating the extreme scenarTable 9: 1D Model parameters used to create the
MPS for VL-1 Sols 27, 28, 35, VL-2 Sols 20, 25, and
PF Sol 25. T (1) is the initial ground temperature,
GA refers to the initial vertical temperature lapse
rate, U G0 is the geostrophic wind speed, z0 is the
surface roughness, Gi is the thermal inertia, τ is
the dust optical depth, α the surface albedo, and
SE the surface emissivity.

VL-1
VL-2
PF

T (1) (K)
215
215
225

GA (K/Km)
2
2
2

U G0 (m s−1 )
10
0
10

z0 (m)
0.01
0.01
0.01

ios, extreme values found of these parameters have
been used to run the model, having in mind that:
Tg increases when surface emissivity decreases, Tg
increases during daytime and decreases at nighttime when thermal inertia or dust optical depth are
decreased, and finally Tg increases during daytime
20

Gi (S.I)
269
234
387

τ
0.4
0.5
0.2

α
0.22
0.23
0.19

SE
0.95
0.90
0.90

Appendix C. On the
applicability of the mixed layer
similarity theory on Mars
The main hypotheses which must be satisfied when
applying mixed layer similarity theory are: (i)
convection is the dominant heating mechanism
throughout the mixed layer, and (ii) surface stress
effects become negligible through this layer. This is
certainly so in the Earth under fair weather conditions [1], because the heating rate due to the radiation divergence is negligible, and the winds are light
under the mentioned conditions. On Mars, special
care must be taken though. There is no uncertainty in neglecting the effects of the surface stress
through the bulk of the MML, since the winds were
calm during the Sols under study (low mid latitude
northern summertime). The problem arises with
the radiative heating throughout the MML, which
becomes now non negligible due to the long wave
radiative heating (CO2 atmosphere), and also to
the absorption of solar radiation by dust.
Two questions emerge immediately: how important is the radiative heating compared to the convective heating? And consequently, to what extent
are our results reliable after having been calculated
using a theory which neglects this radiative heating? Based on our results performed by a modified
version of [25], and supported by [22], [9], and [24],
the convective heating is between two and three
times higher than the radiative one through the
bulk of the MML, specially close to noon. In [29],
this ratio can even reach a factor of five for early
morning hours. The thin northern summertime atmosphere and the low atmospheric dust load existing during the Sols under study reduce the radiative heating strength, favoring the convective
heating domain. Thus, convection still becomes
the dominant mechanism, although radiative divergence can not be ignored. All this leads us to keep
using mixed layer similarity, while remembering the
above discussion and the corresponding limitations
(time of the year and time of the day). Notice also
that the results shown in the displayed figures range
from 10 am to 14 am. Based on our results, convective heating becomes higher than the radiative one

during these hours, and specially near noon, where
the first becomes around three times higher.
Once the first question has been answered, we
move on to the second one. [29] found that magnitudes such as temperature and wind speed MML
standard deviation do not change their order of
magnitude after having introduced weak and strong
radiative heating (see figures 7 and 10 of that
work). With regards to the reliability of our results,
we also expect them to be reliable concerning the
order of magnitude, given that we have performed
our research in the most favorable time of the year
and of the day, to avoid the issue of radiative heating.
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